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A CONSTRUCTION OF REPRESENTATIONS OF LOOP GROUP AND
AFFINE LIE ALGEBRA OF sln
XUANZHONG DAI, YONGCHANG ZHU
1. Introduction
The loop groups of simple Lie groups and their algebraic counterparts affine Kac-Moody algebras
are infinite dimensional generalizations of simple Lie groups and simple Lie algebras. Many results
of latter objects have infinite dimensional generalizations. In this work we construct a family of
representations of certain central extension of loop group SLn(R((t))) and its affine Lie algebra ŝln.
This family is parametrized by the characters of the multiplicative group
G
def
= {a(t) ∈ R((t))∗ | the leading coefficient of a(t) is ± 1}. (1.1)
The group G is a subgroup of a certain central extension of loop GL1(R((t))). Our construction
can be interpreted loosely as an affine analog of the theta correspondence for the dual pair GL1
and GLn. In [Z], the second author constructed a Weil representation for metaplectic loop group
of SP2n, in which the above group G and the lifting of SLn(R((t))) form a commuting pair. Our
construction can be viewed as the theta lifting of characters of G to representations of the central
extension of SLn(R((t))). Since this connection is formal and the calculations are rather involved,
we choose to present our construction in a way independent of the work in [Z].
The underline space of our representation consists of functions on Rn((t)) that is periodic un-
der the translation by elements in Rn[[t]] ⊂ Rn((t)), so it is a certain subspace of functions on
Rn((t))/Rn[[t]] = Rn[t−1]t−1. The operators appear in our representation are integral operators.
The operators for the corresponding representation of affine Lie algebras are infinite sums of qua-
dratic differential operators, which is similar to early works of free field realizations [Fr] [KP] [FF],
but the operator for a negative mode element in ŝln has one term as an integral operator. And the
representations we obtain are not highest weight modules or in the category O.
To introduce our construction, we begin with two similar but much simpler cases. Let C(R/Z)
be the space of continuous functions on the circle R/Z. Although the multiplicative semigroup Z 6=0
doesn’t act on R/Z in any natural way, it acts on the function space C(R/Z) as Hecke operators:
for a non-zero integer n, let π(n) be the operator given by
π(n)f(x) =
n∑
i=1
f(
x
n
+
i
n
). (1.2)
It is easy to check that π(m)π(n) = π(mn). The common eigenfunctions for π(n)’s with certain
continuity properties are classified in [M].
The second case is related to representations of GLn(F ), where F is a non-Archmedean local
field. Let R be the ring of integers of F . We consider the space Fun(Fn/Rn) of complex valued
functions on Fn that is periodic with period Rn. Let M ′n(R) be the semi-group of n× n-matrices
with entries in R and with non-zero determinant. For g ∈ M ′n(R) and f(x) ∈ Fun(F
n/Rn), we
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view f as a function on Fn which is invariant under the translations by Rn. The function f(g−1x)
is periodic with periods gRn. Since g has entries in R, gRn ⊂ Rn, and the quotient space Rn/gRn
is a finite set. To get a periodic function with period Rn, we take the average of f(g−1x) over
Rn/gRn, we get linear operator π(g) : Fun(Fn/Rn)→ Fun(Fn/Rn) :
π(g)f(x) =
∑
r∈Rn/gRn
f(g−1(x+ r)) =
∑
r∈g−1Rn/Rn
f(g−1x+ r). (1.3)
It is easy to prove that π(g1)π(g2) = π(g1g2). So we have a representation of semi-group M
′
n(R)
on Fun(Fn/Rn). To get a representation of GLn(F ), we invert the operator π(βIn), where β ∈ R
is a prime. A direct way is to consider the space
Vλ = {f ∈ Fun(F
n/Rn) | π(βIn)f = λf}.
For g ∈ GLn(F ), we decompose it as g = β
kg′, where k ∈ Z, g′ ∈ M ′n(R), then πλ(g) = λ
kπ(g′) is
independent of the decomposition, and we have πλ(g1g2) = πλ(g1)πλ(g2). In general, for a rational
morphism of a reductive groups G → GLn, then Vλ is a representation of G via the pull-back. In
particular, we have an embedding GLn × GLn → GLn2 by the action (g1, g2)x = g1xg
t
2, where x
is an n × n matrix. Our representation Vλ of GLn × GLn can be used to give an interpretation
of gamma factors of irreducible admissible representations of GLn(F ) as defined in [GJ]. We will
discuss this connection in a separate work.
The field R((t)) and a non-Archedemean local field have many similarities. The above con-
struction generalizes to SLn over R((t)). From now on, we denote F the field R((t)), and R the
subring R[[t]]. Let M ′n(R) = M
′
n(R[[t]]) be the semigroup of n × n matrices over R with non-zero
determinant. We follow the construction (1.3). For a function f on Fun(Fn/Rn), i.e., f is a
function on Fn with periods Rn, and g ∈M ′n(R). f(g
−1x) is periodic with periods gRn. But now
Rn/gRn ∼= g−1Rn/Rn is not finite, it is a finite dimensional vector space over R. To generalize
(1.3), we choose a Haar measure µ on g−1Rn/Rn, we introduce operator π(g, µ) by
π(g, µ)f(x)
def
=
∫
g−1Rn/Rn
f(g−1x+ v)µ(dv). (1.4)
The collection of all pairs (g, µ) form a semigroup M̂n(R)
′ that is a central extension of M ′n(R).
We can again consider the eigenspace of π(tIn, µ). Now the situation is different from the local
field case in that π(tIn, µ) don’t commutes with π(g, µ) for general g ∈ M
′
n(R), it only commutes
with operators π(g, µ) with det g has leading coefficient ±1, as a result, the eigenspace is a rep-
resentation of a subgroup of ĜLn(F ) that contains ŜLn(F ). We will study various properties of
this representation, and derive a formula for the corresponding representation of affine Kac-Moody
algebra of sln.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we will give details of the construction of
the representation of loop group ŜLn(R((t))) mentioned above and study its properties. In Section
3, we define a “maximal compact subgroup” for ŜLn(R) and construct a Gaussian function fixed by
it. In Section 4, we derive the formula of the corresponding representation of the affine Kac-Moody
algebra ŝln, and this representation has level 1. In Section 5, we consider the dual action of ŝln
and construct various highest weight representations of level −1. In Section 6. we construct a
representation of ŝln ⊕ ŝln via embedding GLn ×GLn → GLn2 , the representation has the special
property that the level is critical. And we construct Whittaker functionals in the representation.
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2. A Construction of a Representation of Loop SLn.
We continue to use the notations
F = R((t)), R = R[[t]], R− = R[t
−1]t−1, F = R⊕R−. (2.1)
Recall that a function f on a finite dimensional vector space over R is called a Schwartz function
if all its partial derivatives ∂If of arbitrary order is rapidly decay in the sense that for all m,
(1 + |x|m)∂If(x) is bounded. A key property of the space S(V ) of all Schwartz functions on V is
that it is closed under taking derivatives, multiplying by polynomials and taking partial Fourier
transforms.
For an infinite dimensional vector space V over R such as V = Rn− = R
n[t−1]t−1, a function
f on V is called a Schwartz function if the restriction of f to every finite dimensional space is
a Schwartz function. We denote by S(Fn/Rn) = S(Rn−) the space of all Schwartz functions on
Rn− = R
n[t−1]t−1.
Let M ′n(R) be the semi-group of n × n matrices over R with non-zero determinant. We first
construct a representation of a central extension of M ′n(R) on S(F
n/Rn).
Let π− : F
n → Rn− be the projection map with respect to the decomposition F
n = Rn ⊕ Rn−.
A function f ∈ S(Rn−) gives a function on F
n, which we still denote by f , by the pull-back along
π−, so f(x) = f(π−(x)). It is clear that f is R
n-periodic. Conversely, Rn-periodic on Fn is the
pull-back for a unique function on Rn−. We will not distinguish the R
n-periodic functions on Fn
and functions on Rn−.
For each g ∈M ′n(R) and an R
n-periodic function f on Fn, f(g−1x) is gRn-periodic. Since g has
entries in R[[t]], we have gRn ⊂ Rn, therefore Rn ⊂ g−1Rn. The quotient space g−1Rn/Rn is a
finite dimensional space over R. If det g = tN (c0 + c1t+ · · · ), c0 6= 0, then
dimR g
−1Rn/Rn = N.
We denote
Vg = g
−1Rn/Rn.
Let µ be a Haar measure on Vg, then we consider the operator π(g, µ) given by
π(g, µ)f(x) :=
∫
Vg
f(g−1x+ y)µ(dy). (2.2)
For a ∈ Rn,
π(g, µ)f(x + a) =
∫
Vg
f(g−1x+ g−1a+ y)µ(dy)
since g−1a ∈ g−1Rn, we change variable g−1a+y → y, using the translation variance of the measure
µ, we see that ∫
Vg
f(g−1x+ g−1a+ y)µ(dy) =
∫
Vg
f(g−1x+ y)µ(dy) = π(g, µ)f(x)
So π(g, µ)f(x) is Rn-periodic. Since a linear change of variable of a Schwartz function is again
a Schwartz function so f(g−1x) is a Schwartz function. And if h(x, y) is a Schwartz function on
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(x, y) ∈ U × V for two finite dimensional spaces U and V , then
∫
V h(x, y)dy is a Schwartz function
on x ∈ U for any Haar measure dy on V , we see that π(g, µ)f(x) ∈ S(Rn−).
Let M̂n(R)
′ be the set of pairs (g, µ), where g is an element in Mn(R)
′, and µ is a Haar measure
on Vg. We define a multiplication on M̂n(R)
′ so that π(g, µ) is a representation on S(Rn−). For
(g1, µ1), (g2, µ2) ∈ M̂n(R)
′,
(g1, µ1)(g2, µ2) = (g1g2, µ1 ∗ µ2). (2.3)
where µ1∗µ2 is the Haar measure on Vg1g2 given as follows. The chain g1g2R
n ⊂ g1R
n ⊂ Rn induces
the chain Rn ⊂ g−12 R
n ⊂ g−12 g
−1
1 R
n. Let µ′1 be the pushforward measure on V˜ = g
−1
2 g
−1
1 R
n/g−12 R
n
of µ1 under the isomorphism φ : Vg1 = g
−1
1 R
n/Rn → g−12 g
−1
1 R
n/g−12 R
n, sending y (modRn) to
g−12 y (mod g
−1
2 R
n). Consider the short exact sequence:
0→ g−12 R
n/Rn → g−12 g
−1
1 R
n/Rn → g−12 g
−1
1 R
n/g−12 R
n → 0
where the second arrow refers to the inclusion map, and the third arrow refers to the corresponding
quotient map. Then we define the Haar measure µ1 ∗ µ2 on Vg1g2 = g
−1
2 g
−1
1 R
n/Rn such that, for
f ∈ L1(g−12 g
−1
1 R
n/Rn),∫
Vg1g2
f(x)(µ1 ∗ µ2)(dx) =
∫
V˜
∫
Vg2
f(y˜ + z)µ2(dz)µ
′
1(dy˜)
=
∫
Vg1
∫
Vg2
f(g−12 y + z)µ2(dz)µ1(dy) (2.4)
Proposition 2.1. M̂n(R)
′ is a semi-group under the product (2.3). (2.2) gives a representation of
M̂n(R)
′ on S(Rn−).
Proof. It is clear that VIn = {0}, and let µst denote the counting measure on VIn . Obviously
(In, µst) ∈ M̂n(R)
′ is the identity element . To prove (2.3) is associative for (g1, µ1), (g2, µ2), (g3, µ3),
let f be arbitrary integrable function on Vg1g2g3 = g
−1
3 g
−1
2 g
−1
1 R
n/Rn, from the definition (2.4) of
∗, we have ∫
Vg1g2g3
f(v)(µ1 ∗ (µ2 ∗ µ3))(dv)
=
∫
Vg1
∫
Vg2g3
f((g2g3)
−1y + z)(µ2 ∗ µ3)(dz)µ1(dy)
=
∫
Vg1
∫
Vg2
∫
Vg3
f((g2g3)
−1y + g−13 z + w)µ3(dw)µ2(dz)µ1(dy)
Similarly we can show
∫
Vg1g2g3
f(v)((µ1 ∗ µ2) ∗ µ3)(dv) also equals to the right hand side the above
formula. Therefore the associativity is proved. Next we prove π(g1, µ1)π(g2, µ2) = π(g1g2, µ1 ∗ µ2).
For any f ∈ S(Rn−), we have
π(g1g2, µ1 ∗ µ2)f(x) =
∫
Vg1g2
f((g1g2)
−1x+ y)(µ1 ∗ µ2)(dy)
=
∫
Vg1
∫
Vg2
f((g1g2)
−1x+ g−12 y + z)µ2(dz)µ1(dy)
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π(g1, µ1)(π(g2, µ2)f)(x) =
∫
Vg1
π(g2, µ2)f(g
−1
1 x+ y)µ1(y)
=
∫
Vg1
∫
Vg2
f(g−12 (g
−1
1 x+ y) + z)µ2(dz)µ1(y)
This completes the proof. 
Since every element g ∈ GLn(F ) can be written as g = t
kh for h ∈Mn(R)
′ and k ≤ 0, we need to
invert the operator π(tIn, µ) to extend the π-action. A convenient way is to consider the eigenspace
of π(tIn, µ), and we then are lead to study the elements in M̂n(R)
′ that commutes with π(tIn, µ).
For u ∈ GLn(R), uR
n = Rn, so Vu = {0}. We denote µst for the counting measure on the one
point set Vu = {0}. Then for any f ∈ S(R
n
−), we have
π(u, µst)f(x) = f(u
−1x). (2.5)
For k = (k1, · · · , kn) ∈ Z
n
≥0, let
tk = diag(tk1 , · · · , tkm)
It is easy to see that
Vtk = Span(t
−ijej | 1 ≤ j ≤ m, 1 ≤ ij ≤ kj),
Let µst denote the Haar measure induced by the inner product on Vtk on which {t
−ijej} is an
orthonormal basis.
It is easy to show that, for u, v ∈ GLn(R),
(uv, µst) = (u, µst)(v, µst), (2.6)
and
(tk+k
′
, µst) = (t
k, µst)(t
k′ , µst). (2.7)
We also have for c ∈ R, c 6= 0,
(tkIn, µst)(cIn, µst) = |c|
kn(cIn, µst)(t
kIn, µst). (2.8)
More generally, for u ∈ GLn(R[[t]]),
(tkIn, µst)(u, µst) = |det(u|t=0)|
k(u, µst)(t
kIn, µst). (2.9)
where for a > 0, (g, µ) ∈ M̂n(R)
′, a(g, µ) = (g, aµ) and aµ is the Haar measure on Vg obtained by
rescaling µ by a. We prove (2.8) by using the representation S(Rn−), the other identities can be
proved similarly.
Proof of (2.8). By (2.7), it suffices to prove for k = 1. For any f ∈ S(Rn−),
π(tIn, µst)π(cIn, µst)f(x) =
∫
Vt
π(cIn, µst)f(t
−1x+ y)µst(dy)
=
∫
Vt
f(t−1c−1x+ c−1y)µst(dy)
= |c|n
∫
Vt
f(t−1c−1x+ y)µst(dy)
= |c|n π(cIn, µst)π(tIn, µst)f(x).
We will write
πtk = π(t
kIn, µst), πc = π(cIn, µst).
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For an eigenvalue λ ∈ C, λ 6= 0, we consider the eigenspace of πt = π(tIn, µst)
S(Rn−)λ = S(R
n[t−1]t−1)λ = {f ∈ S(R
n
−) | πtf = λf}. (2.10)
We will prove this space is a representation of a central extension of a subgroup of GLn(F ) that is
slightly larger than SLn(F ), which is given by
GLn(F )0 = {g ∈ GLn(F ) | det g has the leading coefficient ± 1}
where the leading coefficient refers to the coefficient of the lowest power of t. Obviously GLn(F )0
is a subgroup of GLn(F ).
Lemma 2.2. For g ∈ GLn(F )0 ∩Mn(R)
′, k ∈ Z>0, and any Haar measure µ on Vg, (g, µ) and
(tkIn, µst) commutes in M̂n(R)
′, i.e.,
(g, µ)(tkIn, µst) = (t
kIn, µst)(g, µ).
Proof. Since πtk = π
k
t , it is enough to prove the case k = 1. By the Bruhat decomposition (see e.g.,
[GR])
GLn(R((t))) = ∪GLn(R[[t]]) diag(t
k1 , · · · , tkn)GLn(R[[t]]),
we can prove that
GLn(F )0 = ∪GLn(R)0 diag(t
k1 , · · · , tkn)GLn(R)0,
where
GLn(R)0 = GLn(F )0 ∩GLn(R) = {g ∈ GLn(R) |det(g|t=0) = ±1}.
We write g as g = h1t
kh2 according to the last decomposition, k = (k1, . . . , kn), t
k = h−11 gh
−1
2 has
entries in R, so all ki ≥ 0. (g, µ) = (h1, µst)(t
k, µst)(h2, µst) up to a scalar, the results follows from
(2.7) and (2.9). 
By Lemma 2.2, the space S(Rn−)λ is stable under π(g, µ) for g ∈ GLn(F )0 ∩Mn(R)
′. We may
extend the π-action on S(Rn−)λ to a central extension of the group GLn(F )0. We first define the
central extension. Let M̂n(R)
′
0 denote the set of pairs (g, µ) ∈ M̂n(R)
′ with g ∈ GLn(F )0∩Mn(R)
′,
it is a semisubgroup of M̂n(R)
′. Consider the direct product semigroups
G˜ = {tkI |k ∈ Z} × M̂n(R)
′
0,
we define an equivalence relation ∼ on G˜ induced by
(tk+l, α) ∼ (tk, (tlIn, µst)α), l ∈ Z≥0. (2.11)
It is clear that ∼ is compatible with semi-group structure of G˜, therefore the set G˜/ ∼ of equivalence
classes is a semigroup. We prove it is a group and is a central extension of GLn(F )0.
Lemma 2.3. G˜/ ∼ is a group and G˜/ ∼→ GLn(F )0, (t
kIn, (g, µ)) 7→ t
kg is a surjective group
homomorphism with kernel isomorphic to R>0.
Proof. The only non-trivial part is the the existence of inverse in G˜/ ∼. For α ∈ G/ ∼ represented
by (tkIn, (g, µ)), let l large enough so t
lg−1 ∈Mn(R)
′
0, choose an Haar measure ν on Vtlg−1 , then
(tkIn, (g, µ))(t
−k−lIn, (t
lg−1, ν)) = (t−l, (tlIn, µ ∗ ν)) (2.12)
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(tlIn, µ ∗ ν) = c(t
lIn, µst) for some c > 0, so the right hand side of (2.12) is
(t−lIn, (t
lIn, µst)c) ∼ (In, c)
which is invertible in G˜/ ∼. 
We will the denote the group G˜/ ∼ in the above lemma by ĜLn(F )0, which is a central extension
of GLn(F )0 by R>0:
1→ GLn(F )0 → ĜLn(F )0 → R>0 → 1. (2.13)
And we denote the inverse image of SLn(R((t))) by ŜLn(R((t))).
Theorem 2.4. S(Rn−)λ is a representation of ĜLn(F )0, an element in ĜLn(F )0 represented by
(tl, (g, µ)) acts as
π(tl, (g, µ))f(x) = λlπ(g, µ)f(x) = λl
∫
Vg
f(g−1x+ y)µ(dy).
And S(Rn−)λ is a representation of ŜLn(F ) by restriction.
Lemma 2.5. On S(Rn−), for any nonzero constant c, we have
πc S(R
n
−)λ = S(R
n
−)|c|nλ (2.14)
And πc is an isomorphism of the ŜLn(F )-modules
Proof. From (2.8) with k = 1, we see that
πc S(R
n
−)λ ⊂ S(R
n
−)|c|nλ,
then using πc−1 , we see the equality of (2.14) holds. It remains to prove that πcπ(g) = π(g)πc for
g ∈ ŜLn(F ). Use the Bruhat decomposition of ŜLn(F ), it is enough to prove the cases g ∈ SLn(R)
and g = (tlIn, (t
k, µst)), where
tk = diag(tk1 , · · · , tkn)
with k1 + · · · + kn + ln = 0. The case g ∈ SLn(R) follows from (2.6). For the later case, let
f ∈ S(Rn−)λ, from (2.14), πcf ∈ S(R
n
−)|c|nλ, we have, dimVtk = k1 + · · ·+ kn = −nl,
π(tlIn, (t
k, µst))πcf(x) = (|c|
nλ)lπ(tk, µst)πcf
= (|c|nλ)l
∫
V
tk
f(c−1t−kx+ c−1y)µst(dy)
= λl
∫
V
tk
f(c−1t−kx+ y)µst(dy)
On the other hand side,
πcπ(t
lIn, (t
k, µst))f(x) = λ
lπcπ(t
k, µst)f
= λl
∫
V
tk
f(c−1t−kx+ y)µst(dy).
This proves the lemma. 
The central extension splits in the subgroup G given in (1.2). It is easy to see that G commutes
with ŜLn(F ). For every character χ : G→ C
∗, the space of χ-coinvariants
S(Rn−)λ,χ
def
= S(Rn−)λ/N(χ) (2.15)
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where N(χ) is the linear span of elements π(g)f − χ(g)f , is a representation of ŜLn(F ). Since πc
commutes with G, it induces an isomorphism
πc : S(R
n
−)λ,χ → S(R
n
−)|c|nλ,χ.
According to the analogy with the classical theta correspondence, S(Rn−)λ,χ should be understood
as a degenerate principal series representation. The principal series for ŝl2 is considered in [FZ]
using a different method.
We will write an element x ∈ Rn− = R
n[t−1]t−1 as
x =
∞∑
i=1
x−it
−i,
where x−i ∈ R
n. We write a function f on Rn− as
f(x−1, x−2, . . . ) (2.16)
accordingly. Sometimes it is more convenient to write each x−i ∈ R
n as x−i =
∑n
j=1 x
j
−iej , where
ej (j = 1, 2, . . . , n) is the standard basis for R
n, so
x =
∞∑
i=1
∑
1≤j≤n
xj−iejt
−i,
f ∈ S(Rn−) is expressed as a function of variables x
j
−i:
f(x1−1, x
2
−1, · · · , x
n
−1, x
1
−2, x
2
−2, · · · , x
n
−2, · · · ). (2.17)
3. Maximal Compact Subgroup of ŜLn(F ) and Its Fixed Gaussian Function.
In this section, we give a construction of a “maximal compact subgroup” K of ŜLn(F ) and give
a Gaussian function in S(Rn−)λ that is fixed by K.
We first define a “maximal compact subgroup” O of GLn(F ) by
O = {g(t) ∈ GLn(R[t, t
−1]) | g(t)g(t−1)T = In}, (3.1)
where g(t−1)T denotes the transpose of g(t−1). Let d(t) = det g(t) ∈ R[t, t−1]. The condition
g(t)g(t−1)T = In implies that d(t)d(t
−1) = 1, so d(t) = ±tk for some k ∈ Z. This proves O ⊂
GLn(F )0. We will prove the central extension ĜLn(F )0 splits over O.
Our definition of the “orthogonal group” O is justified by the following consideration. We first
define an inner product on Rn[t, t−1]. For any u(t), v(t) ∈ Rn[t, t−1], define
(u(t), v(t)) := (u(t)T v(t−1))0 (3.2)
where (w)0 denotes the constant term in w, for any w ∈ R[t, t
−1]. It is clear that homogeneous
pieces Rntj are mutually orthogonal and the basis {eit
j}1≤i≤n,j∈Z is orthonormal, where e1, · · · , en
denotes the standard basis for Rn. An element g(t) ∈ GLn(R[t, t
−1]) preserves the inner product
(3.2) iff
(u(t)T v(t))0 = (g(t)u(t), g(t)v(t)) = (u(t)
T g(t)T g(t−1)v(t−1))0
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for all u(t), v(t) ∈ Rn[t, t−1] iff g(t)T g(t−1) = In. Therefore O is the subgroup in GLn(R[t, t
−1])
that preserves the inner product (3.2).
It is clear that g ∈ O implies that tkg ∈ O for every k ∈ Z. So every g ∈ O can be written
as g = tkg′ with g′ ∈ O ∩Mn(R[t]). For any g ∈ O ∩Mn(R[t]), we identify the quotient space
Vg with g
−1Rn ∩ Rn− ⊂ R
n
−. The inner product on R
n[t, t−1] restricts to an inner product on Vg.
Let µg denote the Haar measure induced by this inner product in the sense that the volume of
parallelotope spanned by an orthonormal basis in Vg equals 1. From (2.4), we can easily check
µg1 ∗ µg2 = µg1g2 for g1, g2 ∈ O ∩Mn(R[t]). (3.3)
For any g ∈ O, let l be large enough so that tlg ∈Mn(R[t]), then define s(g) := (t
−l, (tlg, µtlg)).
s(g) is independent of the choice l by (3.3). Hence s(O) = {s(g) | g ∈ O} is a subgroup of ĜLn(F )0
that is a lifting of O ⊂ GLn(F )0. We define a “maximal compact subgroup” K for ŜLn(F ) as
K = {s(g) | g ∈ O,det g = 1}
which is a lifting of O ∩ SLn(F ).
Now we want to construct a nontrivial function in S(Rn−)λ that is fixed by K. By simple
observation we know for any function f ∈ S(Rn) with
f(0) = 1,
∫
Rn
f(x)dx = λ
then
φf (x
1
−1, · · · , x
n
−1, · · · ) := Π
∞
m=1f(x
1
−m, · · · , x
n
−m) ∈ S(R
n
−)λ
The infinite product makes sense since almost all of xj−m are 0 and f(0) = 1. We take
fc(x1, · · · , xn) = e
−πc(x21+···+x
2
n).
Then
φc := φfc = e
−πc
∑n
j=1
∑∞
k=1 x
j
−k
2
. (3.4)
By calculation, we have
πtφc(x) = λcφc(x)
where
λc =
∫
e−πc(x
2
1+···+x
2
n)dx1 · · · dxn = c
−n
2 .
Fix λ > 0, let c = λ−
2
n , then πtφc(x) = λφc.
Proposition 3.1. The function φc ∈ S(R
n
−)λ is fixed by K.
Proof. Let (tl, (g, µg)) ∈ K, with g ∈ O ∩Mn(R[t]). According to definition, we have
π(tl, (g, µg))φc(x) = λ
l
∫
Vg
e−πc((g
−1x)−+y, (g−1x)−+y)µg(dy),
where we identify Vg with g
−1Rn ∩Rn−, and (x)− := π−(x).
Since g ∈ O∩Mn(R[t]), obviously g(t)
−1 = g(t−1)T ∈Mn(R[t
−1]). This means g(t)−1x is indeed
an element in Rn−, and hence (g
−1x)− = g
−1x. Then since g preserves the (·, ·), we have
((g−1x)− + y, (g
−1x)− + y) = (x+ gy, x+ gy).
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But gy ∈ Rn as y ∈ g−1Rn ∩Rn−. The orthogonality of x and gy implies the right side of the above
equation equals
(x, x) + (y, y).
Thus
π(tl, (g, µg))φc(x) = λ
l
∫
Vg
e−πc(y,y)µg(dy)φc(x)
= λlc−
1
2
dimVg φc(x).
And as det tlg = 1, the dimension of Vg equals −ln. Combining with the fact that λ = c
−n
2 , leads
to the desired result. 
4. Formula for action of Affine Lie Algebra ŝln.
In this section, we derive a formula for the action of affine algebra of sln on S(R
n
−)λ corresponding
to the loop group action constructed in Section 2. Let g = sln and gˆ be the corresponding affine
Kac-Moody algebra, so
gˆ = sln ⊗ C[t, t
−1] + CK
with Lie bracket given by
[atm, btn] = [a, b]tm+n +mδm+n,0(a, b)K
where (a, b) = tr ab. By (2.5), GLn(R) acts on S(R
n
−), its Lie algebra gln ⊗ C[t] also acts on the
same space. We write an function f ∈ S(Rn−) as (2.17). The action of gln ⊗ C[t] is given by first
order differential operator as in the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Let Euv ∈ gln be the matrix with (u, v)-entry 1 and other entries 0. For j ≥ 0,
Euvt
j ∈ gln ⊗ C[t], let
π(Euvt
j) = −
∞∑
i=1
xv−i−j∂xu−i . (4.1)
This gives a representation of gln ⊗ C[t] on S(R
n
−).
Proof. We first argue that π(Euvt
j)f ∈ S(Rn−) for f ∈ S(R
n
−). It is enough to prove, for every
m ≥ 1, the restriction of π(Euvt
j)f to Rnt−1+ · · ·+Rnt−m is a Schwartz function. This restriction
is
−
m−j∑
i=1
xv−i−j∂xu−if(x−1, x−2, . . . , x−m, 0, . . . ),
which is in S[Rnt−1 + · · · + Rnt−m]. It can be proved by a direct calculation that [π(a), π(b)] =
π([a, b]) for a, b ∈ gln[t]. 
The formula (4.1) is derived from the formal calculation
π(Euvt
j)f(x) =
(
d
dǫ
π(1 + ǫEuvt
j, µst)f(x)
)
|ǫ=0.
(1 + ǫEuvt
j)−1 = I + (−ǫ)Euvt
−j, mod ǫ2
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f((1− ǫEuvt
j)x) = f(x−1 − ǫx
v
−1−jeu, · · · , x−m − ǫx
v
−m−jeu, · · · )
Taking derivative ddǫ |ǫ=0, we derive (4.1).
Theorem 4.2. Let π : gˆ → End(S(Rn−)λ) be the linear map given as follows: π(at
j) is (4.1) for
a ∈ g and j ≥ 0; for j > 0, u 6= v,
π(Euvt
−j) = −λ−jπjt
∞∑
i=1
xv−i∂xu−i−j , (4.2)
and
π((Euu − Evv)t
−j) = −λ−jπjt
∞∑
i=1
(xu−i∂xu−i−j − x
v
−i∂xv−i−j ). (4.3)
Then this gives a representation of affine Kac-Moody algebra gˆ on S(Rn−)λ with central charge 1.
Proof. We have already proved in the proof of Lemma 4.1 that π(atj) for j ≥ 0 preserves the space
of Schwartz functions. The similar method applies to show that π(at−j), j ≥ 1 sends a Schwartz
function on Rn− to a Schwartz function on R
n
−. Then we need to prove that the operators π(at
j)
for a ∈ g and j ≥ 0 and operators in (4.2), (4.3) preserve the eigenspace S(Rn−)λ. To this end, we
need the relations:
xs−iπt = πtx
s
−i−1, ∂xs−iπt = πt∂xs−i−1 , π
n
t ∂xs−i = 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. (4.4)
Using
πtf(x−1, x−2, . . . ) =
∫
y∈Rn
f(y, x−1, x−2, . . . )dy, (4.5)
one checks the first two relations directly. The third follows from the fact that∫
R
∂xf(x)dx = 0
for a Schwartz function f ∈ S(R). Using (4.4), one can check the operators π(ati), j ∈ Z, commute
with πt therefore they preserves the eigenspace S(R
n
−)λ. We verify πt commutes with (4.2).
πtπ(Euvt
−j) = −λ−jπj+1t
∞∑
i=1
xv−i∂xu−i−j
= −λ−jπj+1t x
v
−1∂xu−1−j − λ
−jπjt
∞∑
i=2
πtx
v
−i∂xu−i−j
= −λ−jπj+1t ∂xu−1−jx
v
−1 − λ
−jπjt
∞∑
i=2
xv−i+1∂xu−i+1−jπt
= −λ−jπjt
∞∑
i=1
xv−i∂xu−i−jπt
= π(Euvt
−j)πt
The other commutation relations can be verified similarly. Next we prove [π(a), π(b)] = π([a, b]) for
a, b ∈ gˆ and the central charge K acts as 1. The case a, b ∈ sln[t] has already appeared in Lemma
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4.1. We compute the case a = Evut and b = Euvt
−1. The other cases are similar. Notice that
π(Euvt
−1) = −λ−1πt
∞∑
i=1
xv−i∂xu−i−1
= −λ−1π1t x
v
−1∂xu−2 − λ
−1πt
∞∑
i=2
xv−i∂xu−i−1
= −λ−1π1t x
v
−1∂xu−2 − λ
−1
∞∑
i=1
xv−i∂xu−i−1πt
= −λ−1π1t x
v
−1∂xu−2 −
∞∑
i=1
xv−i∂xu−i−1
the last “=” follows from the fact that πt acts on S(R
n
−)λ as λ. Now
[π(Evut), π(Euvt
−1)] = [−
∞∑
i=1
xu−i−1∂xv−i ,−λ
−1πtx
v
−1∂xu−2 −
∞∑
i=1
xv−i∂xu−i−1 ] (4.6)
=
∞∑
i=1
[xu−i−1∂xv−i , λ
−1πtx
v
−1∂xu−2 ] +
∞∑
i=1
[xu−i−1∂xv−i , x
v
−i∂xu−i−1 ]
∞∑
i=1
[xu−i−1∂xv−i , x
v
−i∂xu−i−1 ] =
∞∑
i=1
xu−i−1∂xu−i−1 −
∞∑
i=1
xv−i∂xv−i . (4.7)
∞∑
i=1
[xu−i−1∂xv−i , λ
−1πtx
v
−1∂xu−2 ]
=
∞∑
i=1
xu−i−1∂xv−iλ
−1πtx
v
−1∂xu−2 −
∞∑
i=1
λ−1πtx
v
−1∂xu−2x
u
−i−1∂xv−i
=
∞∑
i=1
λ−1πtx
u
−i−2∂xv−i−1x
v
−1∂xu−2 −
∞∑
i=1
λ−1πtx
v
−1∂xu−2x
u
−i−1∂xv−i
= −λ−1πtx
v
−1∂xu−2x
u
−2∂xv−1
= −λ−1πt(∂xv−1x
v
−1 − 1)(x
u
−2∂xu−2 + 1)
= λ−1πt(x
u
−2∂xu−2 + 1)
= xu−1∂xu−1 + 1 (4.8)
Combine (4.6), (4.7) and (4.8), we get
[π(Evut), π(Euvt
−1)] = π(Evv − Euu) + 1
This proves K = 1. 
Next we explain how (4.2) is derived from the group action in Section 2. The case (4.3) is similar.
To ease the notations, we assume n = 2 and Euv = E12. Notice that
E12t
−j =
(
t−j 0
0 tj
)
E12t
j
(
tj 0
0 t−j
)
= g E12t
j g−1
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and g ∈ O. We show π(E12t
−j) given in (4.2) is equal to π(g)π(E12t
j)π(g−1), where π(E12t
j) is
given by (4.1).
π(g) = π(t−j , (tjg, µtjg)), π(g
−1) = π(t−j , (tjg−1, µtjg−1))
To write π(g) and π(g−1) more explicitly, we introduce operators πt,1 and πt,2 on S(R
2
−).
πt,1f(x
1
−1, x
2
−1, x
1
−2, x
2
−2, . . . ) =
∫
R
f(y, x2−1, x
1
−1, x
2
−2, x
1
−2, x
2
−3, . . . )dy
πt,2f(x
1
−1, x
2
−1, x
1
−2, x
2
−2, . . . ) =
∫
R
f(x1−1, y, x
1
−2, x
2
−1, x
1
−3, x
2
−2 . . . )dy
Then
π(g) = λ−jπ2jt,2, , π(g
−1) = λ−jπ2jt,1.
Notice that the relations πt = πt,1πt,2 = πt,2πt,1.
xu−iπt,v = πt,vx
u
−i, ∂xu−iπt,v = πt,v∂xu−i when u 6= v. (4.9)
and
xs−iπt,s = πt,sx
s
−i−1, ∂xs−iπt,s = πt,s∂xs−i−1 , π
n
t,s∂xs−i = 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. (4.10)
π(g)π(E12t
j)π(g−1) = λ−2jπ2jt,2
(
−
∞∑
i=1
x2−i−j∂x1−i
)
π2jt,1
We apply relations to move πjt,2 to the right and π
j
t,1 to the left, we find the result is (4.2).
Parallel to the result in the section 2, we will show the function φc is killed by a subalgebra of gˆ.
Proposition 4.3. The function φc ∈ S(R
n
−)λ as in (3.4) is killed by the fixed points of Chevalley
involution of gˆ.
Proof. The fixed points of Chevalley involution w is Span{atm − aT t−m | a ∈ sln,m ∈ Z}, where
w(atm) = −aT t−m, w(K) = −K. So suffices to prove hc is killed by Span{at
m − aT t−m | a ∈
sln,m ∈ Z}.
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We first verify π(Euvt
m − Evut
−m)φc = 0 for u 6= v.
π(Euvt
m)φc =−
∞∑
i=1
xv−i−m∂xu−iφc
x =2πλ−
2
n
∞∑
i=1
xv−i−mx
u
−iφc
π(Evut
−m)φc =− λ
−mπmt
∞∑
i=1
xu−i∂xv−i−mφc
=− λ−m
∫
Vtm
( m∑
i=1
yum−i(−2πλ
− 2
n )xv−i +
∞∑
i=m+1
xum−i(−2πλ
− 2
n )xv−i
)
· e−πλ
− 2n ((y1m−1)
2+···+(ynm−1)
2+···(y10)
2+···+(yn0 )
2+(x1−1)
2+··· )dy1m−1 · · · dy
n
0
=2πλ−
2
n
−m
m∑
i=1
xv−iφc
∫
yum−ie
−πλ−
2
n ((y1m−1)
2+···+(yn0 )
2)dy1m−1 · · · dy
n
0
+ 2πλ−
2
n
−m
∫
e−πλ
− 2n ((y1m−1)
2+···+(yn0 )
2)dy1m−1 · · · dy
n
0 ·
∞∑
i=m+1
xum−ix
v
−iφc
=2πλ−
2
n
−m(
∫
e−πλ
− 2n y2dy)mn
∞∑
i=1
xu−ix
v
−i−mφc
=2πλ−
2
n
∞∑
i=1
xu−ix
v
−i−mφc
Hence
π(Euvt
m − Evut
−m)φc = 0.
For the case π((Euu − Evv)(t
m − t−m))φc = 0, similar calculation shows
π((Euu − Evv)t
m)φc =2πλ
− 2
n
∞∑
i=1
(xu−i−mx
u
−i − x
v
−i−mx
v
−i)φc
=π((Euu − Evv)t
−m)φc
Hence
π((Euu − Evv)(t
m − t−m))φc = 0.

5. Relations With Highest Weight Modules
In this section, we show that certain highest weight modules of gˆ appear in the dual representation
of the representation S(Rn−)λ.
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Let S(Rn−)
∗
λ be the full dual space of S(R
n
−)λ. It is representation of affine Lie algebra gˆ under
the action
〈π∗(a)ϕ, f〉 := −〈ϕ, π(a)f〉. (5.1)
It is clear that the level of S(Rn−)
∗
λ is −1 as K acts as −1 by (5.1). This representation is too big to
be interesting. However we show that some natural linear functionals are highest weight vectors.
Let h be its Cartan subalgebra of g = sln consisting of diagonal matrices, n
+ (n−) be the strictly
upper (lower) triangular matrices, so we have triangular decomposition g = n− ⊕ h ⊕ n+. The
corresponding triangular decomposition for gˆ (see [Ka]) is
gˆ = nˆ− ⊕ hˆ⊕ nˆ+
with
hˆ = h+ CK, nˆ− = n− ⊕ g[t
−1]t−1, nˆ+ = n+ ⊕ g[t]t.
We define linear functional Ik for 1 ≤ k ≤ n as follows, for f ∈ S(R
n
−)λ,
〈Ik, f〉 = Ik(f) :=
∫
Rk
f(x1−1, · · · , x
k
−1, 0, 0 · · · )dx
1
−1 · · · dx
k
−1 (5.2)
where d is the Lebesgue measure on R.
We consider In first. For any Euvt
j , j ≥ 1,
〈π∗(Euvt
j)In, f〉 = −〈In, π(Euvt
j)f〉 = 〈In,
∞∑
i=1
xv−i−j∂xu−if〉 (5.3)
by (4.1), which is 0 by (5.2). Hence π∗(Euvt
j)In = 0, for j ≥ 1. Similarly by (4.1), we have
〈π∗(Euv)In, f〉 =
∫
Rn
xv−1∂xu−1f(x−1, 0, 0 · · · )dx−1 (5.4)
The above formula implies immediately π∗(Euv)In = 0 for u 6= v since f is a Schwartz function.
Also it implies π∗(Euu)In = −In due to x
u
−1∂xu−1 = −[∂xu−1 , x
u
−1] + ∂xu−1x
u
−1 = −1+ ∂xu−1x
u
−1. Hence
π∗(Euu−Evv) also kills In. Thus we have shown the dual action of any element in sln(R) = sln(R[[t]])
kills In. Moreover, the central charge K acts as −1 as mentioned earlier.
Similarly one can show π∗(Euvt
j) for j ≥ 1 kills Ik. Now we consider π
∗(Euv) for u ≤ v. If v > k,
we see that π∗(Euv)Ik = 0 immediately from the definition of Ik. For u, v ≤ k, similar to (5.4), we
derive that π∗(Euv) kills Ik when u 6= v and acts as −1 when u = v. To conclude, we obtain the
following theorem
Theorem 5.1. For k = 1, · · · , n, Ik ∈ S(R
n
−)
∗
λ is a highest weight vector with highest weight Λk
given as follows:
〈Λk, Eii − Ei+1,i+1〉 = 0, for i 6= k,
〈Λk, Ekk − Ek+1,k+1〉 = −1, for 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1
〈Λk,K〉 = −1.

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6. Whittaker Functionals
Let’s denote the Lie algebra of linear map on n × n matrix space Mn by gln2 and the group of
invertible linear transformations on Mn by GLn2 . We have the Lie algebra embedding sln ⊕ sln →
gln2 by the action
(a, b)x = ax+ xbt
and the corresponding group embedding SLn ⊕ SLn → GLn2 is given by the action
(g1, g2)x = g1xg
t
2.
As in Section 2 and 4, we know S(Mn(R)[t
−1]t−1)λ is a representation of ŜLn2(R) and affine Lie
algebra ŝln, therefore is a representation of ŜLn(R)×ŜLn(R) and Lie algebra ŝln⊕ŝln by restriction,
its level is n. The dual space S(Mn(R)[t
−1]t−1)∗λ, as a representation of ŝln ⊕ ŝln, has level −n,
which is the critical level as the dual Coxeter number of sln is n. We will construct Whittaker
functionals S(Mn(R)[t
−1]t−1)∗λ. The Whittaker functionals for ŝl2 are studied abstractly in [ALZ],
our construction provides a concrete realization.
We denote the action of the first (second) copy of ŝln in ŝln ⊕ ŝln by π1(a) (π2(a)) and the
similar notations π1(g) and π2(g) will be used for loop groups. Same convention will be used for
the corresponding dual action π∗1 and π
∗
2 on the dual space S(Mn(R)[t
−1]t−1)∗λ.
As in Section 2, we will write an element x ∈Mn(R)[t
−1]t−1 as
x =
∞∑
i=1
x−it
−i,
where x−i ∈Mn(R). We write a function f on Mn(R)[t
−1]t−1 as
f(x−1, x−2, . . . ) (6.1)
or as a function of variables xu,v−i :
f(x1,1−1, x
1,2
−1, · · · , x
n,n
−1 , x
1,1
−2, x
1,2
−2, · · · , x
n,n
−2 , · · · ). (6.2)
where xu,v−i denotes (u, v)-entry of x−i.
By (4.1) (4.2) (4.3), we have the following formulas
π1(Euvt
j) = −
∞∑
i=1
n∑
s=1
xv,s−i−j∂xu,s−i , (6.3)
and for j > 0, u 6= v,
π1(Euvt
−j) = −λ−jπjt
∞∑
i=1
n∑
s=1
xv,s−i∂xu,s−i−j , (6.4)
and
π1((Euu − Evv)t
−j) = −λ−jπjt
∞∑
i=1
n∑
s=1
(xu,s−i ∂xu,s−i−j − x
v,s
−i∂xv,s−i−j ) (6.5)
π2(Euvt
j) = −
∞∑
i=1
n∑
s=1
xs,v−i−j∂xs,u−i , (6.6)
and for j > 0, u 6= v,
π2(Euvt
−j) = −λ−jπjt
∞∑
i=1
n∑
s=1
xs,v−i∂xs,u−i−j , (6.7)
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and
π2((Euu − Evv)t
−j) = −λ−jπjt
∞∑
i=1
n∑
s=1
(xs,u−i ∂xs,u−i−j − x
s,v
−i∂xs,v−i−j ) (6.8)
In this setting, take φc = e
−πc
∑
1≤u,v≤n
∑∞
k=1(x
u,v
−k
)2 and c = λ−
2
n2 . We can easily show that φc is
fixed by the maximal compact subgroup K ×K and killed by its Lie algebra as in Section 3.
Next we introduce Whittaker functionals in S(Mn(R)[t
−1]t−1)∗λ. Our formula is motivated by
the following finite dimensional case. For simplicity we consider the case GL3(R)×GL3(R). It acts
on the Schwartz space S(M3(R)) as follows,
π(g1, g2)f(x) = f(g
−1
1 xg
−T
2 ). (6.9)
We still denote the action of the first (second) copy of GL3(R) in GL3(R) × GL3(R) by π1(g)
(π2(g)).
Let B be the standard Borel subgroup of GL3(R), i.e., B consists of upper triangular matrices.
Then BT , the lower triangular matrices, is an opposite Borel subgroup. B2 = B × B
T is a Borel
subgroup of GL3(R)×GL3(R). For c = (c1, c2) ∈ R
2, we define a linear functional Φc : S(M3(R))→
C by
Φc(f) :=
∫
R8
f
x11 x12 x13x21 x22 x23
0 x32 x33
 e2πi(c1 x11x21 +c2 x22x32 )dx (6.10)
Let χc be the character of the unipotent radical U of B defined by
χc(u) := e
−2πi(c1u1+c2u2), for u =
1 u1 w0 1 u2
0 0 1
 .
For such u ∈ U , we have
uX =
1 u1 w0 1 u2
0 0 1
x11 x12 x13x21 x22 x23
x31 x32 x33

=
x11 + u1x21 + wx31 x12 + u1x22 + wx32 x13 + u1x23 + wx33x21 + u2x31 x22 + u2x32 x23 + u2x33
x31 x32 x33
 (6.11)
We check that
(π∗1(u)Φc, f) = χc(u)(Φc, f), (6.12)
where π∗1 is the dual action of π1 on the full dual space of S(M3(R)). Indeed, by applying the
functional Φc to π1(u)
−1f and using (6.11), the left side equals∫
R8
f
x11 + u1x21 x12 + u1x22 + wx32 x13 + u1x23 + wx33x21 x22 + u2x32 x23 + u2x33
0 x32 x33
 e2πi(c1 x11x21 +c2 x22x32 )dx
After changing variables, the above formula will be turned into∫
R8
f
x11 x12 x13x21 x22 x23
0 x32 x33
 e2πi(c1 x11−u1x21x21 +c2 x22−u2x32x32 )dx,
which is indeed the right side of (6.12).
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Thus the functional Φc in (6.10) is a Whittaker functional for the first copy of GL3(R). Similarly
we will also give the Whittaker functional for the second copy of GL3(R) as follows: For d =
(d1, d2) = R
∗, define a linear functional Φ′d : S(M3(R))→ C by
Φ′d(f) :=
∫
R8
f
x11 x12 x13x21 x22 x23
0 x32 x33
 e2πi(d1 x22x21 +d2 x33x32 )dx (6.13)
Let χd be a character of the unipotent radical U
T in BT defined by
χd(v) := e
−2πi(d1v1+d2v2), for v =
 1 0 0v1 1 0
z v2 1
 .
In this case we have
(π∗2(v)Φ
′
d, f) = χd(v)(Φ
′
d, f), (6.14)
where π∗2 is the dual action of π2 on the full dual space of S(M3(R)).
We consider the loop group case ŜLn(F ) × ŜLn(F ). It acts on the space S(Mn(R)[t
−1]t−1)λ
with the action explained in the beginning of section 6. Let Bˆ be the Borel subgroup consisting of
elements b ∈ ŜLn(R) such that b(0) is upper triangular. Then Bˆ
T , is an opposite Borel subgroup.
And Bˆ × BˆT is a Borel subgroup of ŜLn(F )× ŜLn(F ).
For c = (c1, c2, · · · , cn) ∈ R
n, we define a linear functional Ψc : S(Mn(R[t
−1]t−1))→ C by
Ψc(f) =
∫
Rn
2
f


x1,1−1 · · · x
1,n−1
−1 x
1,n
−1
x2,1−1 · · · x
2,n−1
−1 x
2,n
−1
. . .
...
...
0 xn,n−1−1 x
n,n
−1
 ,

0 · · · 0 x1,n−2
0 · · · 0 0
...
. . .
...
...
0 · · · 0 0
 , 0, · · ·

· e
2πi
(
c1
x
1,1
−1
x
2,1
−1
+···+cn−1
x
n−1,n−1
−1
x
n,n−1
−1
+cn
x
n,n
−1
x
1,n
−2
)
dx (6.15)
Let χˆc be a character on the unipotent subgroup of B defined as follows: For any u ∈ B such that
u(0) is upper triangular unipotent, that is
u =

1 u1 · · · ∗
. . .
. . .
...
. . . un−1
1
+

v1 · · · · · ·
v2 · · · · · ·
...
. . .
. . .
vn · · · · · ·
 t+ · · · ,
then define
χˆc(u) := e
−2πi(c1u1+···+cn−1un−1+cnvn),
where u1, · · · , un−1 are superdiagonal elements of u ∈ B, and vn is the (n, 1)-entry of u
′(0).
Now we show that Ψc is indeed a Whittaker functional of ŜLn(F ) under the group action π1 on
S(Mn(R)[t
−1]t−1)λ in the sense that
(π∗1(u)Ψc, f) = χˆc(u)(Ψc, f). (6.16)
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Indeed, by (π∗1(u)Ψc, f) = (Ψc, π1(u)
−1f), the left side equals
∫
f


x1,1−1 + u1x
2,1
−1 · · · x
1,n−1
−1 + u1x
2,n−1
−1 + · · · x
1,n
−1 + u1x
2,n
−1 + · · · + v1x
1,n
−2
x2,1−1 · · · x
2,n−1
−1 + u2x
3,n−1
−1 + · · · x
2,n
−1 + u2x
3,n
−1 + · · · + v2x
1,n
−2
. . .
...
...
0 xn,n−1−1 x
n,n
−1 + vnx
1,n
−2
 ,

0 · · · 0 x1,n−2
0 · · · 0 0
...
. . .
...
...
0 · · · 0 0
 , 0, · · ·
 · e2πi
(
c1
x
1,1
−1
x
2,1
−1
+···cn−1
x
n−1,n−1
−1
x
n,n−1
−1
+cn
x
n,n
−1
x
1,n
−2
)
dx
Since the Jacobi matrix is upper triangular with all of diagonal entries equals one, hence the Jacobi
determinant equals 1. And by changing the variables, the above formula will be turned into
∫
f


x1,1−1 · · · x
1,n−1
−1 x
1,n
−1
x2,1−1 · · · x
2,n−1
−1 x
2,n
−1
. . .
...
...
0 xn,n−1−1 x
n,n
−1
 ,

0 · · · 0 x1,n−2
0 · · · 0 0
...
. . .
...
...
0 · · · 0 0
 , 0, · · ·

· e
2πi
(
c1
x
1,1
−1−u1x
2,1
−1
x
2,1
−1
+···+cn−1
x
n−1,n−1
−1 −un−1x
n,n−1
−1
x
n,n−1
−1
+cn
x
n,n
−1 −vnx
1,n
−2
x
1,n
−2
)
dx
which is exactly the right side of (6.16).
Therefore the functional (6.15) gives a Whittaker functional for the first copy of ŜLn(F ). Sim-
ilarly we will also give the Whittaker functional for the second copy of ŜLn(F ) as follows: For
d = (d1, · · · , dn) ∈ R
n, define a linear functional Ψ′d : S(Mn(R)[t
−1]t−1)λ → C by
Ψ′d(f) =
∫
f


x1,1−1 · · · x
1,n−1
−1 x
1,n
−1
x2,1−1 · · · x
2,n−1
−1 x
2,n
−1
. . .
...
...
0 xn,n−1−1 x
n,n
−1
 ,

0 · · · 0 x1,n−2
0 · · · 0 0
...
. . .
...
...
0 · · · 0 0
 , 0, · · ·

· e
2πi
(
d1
x
2,2
−1
x
2,1
−1
+···+dn−1
x
n,n
−1
x
n,n−1
−1
+dn
x
1,1
−1
x
1,n
−2
)
dx (6.17)
Let χˆd be a character of the unipotent subgroup in B
T defined as follows: For any v ∈ BT such
that v(0) is lower triangular unipotent, that is
v =

1
v1
. . .
...
. . .
. . .
∗ · · · vn−1 1
+

zn
 t+ · · · ,
then define
χˆd(v) := e
−2πi(d1v1+···+dn−1vn−1+dnzn),
where v1, · · · , vn−1 are subdiagonal elements of v ∈ B
T , and zn is the (1, n)-entry of v
′(0). Similar
to the computation before, we have
(π∗2(v)Ψ
′
d, f) = χˆd(v)(Ψ
′
d, f). (6.18)
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